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Abstract— Recommender Systems are popularly used for generating user-specific recommendations for 

services, products and information. In particular, for the process of generating recommendations, a 

combination of K-Means and Collaborative Filtering algorithm is used extensively. K-Means is a standard 

data clustering algorithm which suffers from the problem of low recommendation quality due to random 

cluster center initialization. After generating the clusters, Collaborative filtering is a commonly used 

technique for generating recommendations. But this technique suffers from the problems of data sparsity and 

scalability. In this paper, we have used a modified K-Means clustering algorithm for partitioning users into 

independent clusters. Voting theory has been used to find out the most suited cluster for which the new user 

can be a part of, and then recommend items to the user. The proposed method attempts to reduce the cost for 

generating clusters, and to make the clustering method scalable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the huge amount of content available on the internet, it has become necessary to develop a system that 

recommends an item to the user who is interested in it. When there is a need to make decisions from the vast 

available options but sufficient personal experience is not available, then we rely on the recommendations based 

on trusted sources. This is considered as an inevitable outcome of the human decision-making process (1).  

As data is growing at an alarming rate it becomes impossible to analyze it simply using human capabilities. 
Recommender systems play a vital role in such scenario by suggesting the items to the users that interest him.  

 Basically, recommender systems are based on three approaches: Demographic based filtering (DF) (2), 

Content based Filtering (CB) , Collaborative Filtering (CF) (3,4). Recently, Hybrid filtering (5) methods have 

also developed. Content based filtering (CB) produces recommendations for a user on the basis of similarity of 

the items with which he has interacted with earlier. Demographic filtering (DF) generates the recommendations 

on the basis of the demographic data of the user, like age, gender and occupation. Collaborative filtering (CF) on 

the other hand, generates recommendations by taking into consideration the history of the user’s ratings of 

items, and that of the users who are similar to the user under consideration. CF is the technique used in the 

recommendation systems employed by Amazon and iTunes. Hybrid filtering techniques combine one or more of 

these filtering techniques to generate recommendations. However, recommendation systems based on CF suffer 
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from a variety of problems like cold start (6), data sparsity and scalability. Cold start is a problem which occurs 

due to unavailability of data, when a new item or a new user is introduced. Collaborative filtering relies on the 

history of ratings of users on items to generate recommendations. When a new user is introduced, we may have 

a “New User cold start problem” (7,8), as we don’t have history of this new user’s recommendations, and are 

unable to recommend robustly. When a new item is introduced, the system is not able to ascertain to which user 

this new item should be recommended. This happens due to the non-rating of this item by any user earlier. This 
problem is termed as “New Item cold start problem” (9). Scalability is the ability of the recommendation system 

to scale gracefully as data increases. If a dataset is sparse in nature, it is a problem for a Collaborative filtering 

system, as there are fewer items rated by every user, and fewer users to whom every item has been 

recommended. Due to these problems, it becomes challenging to generate useful recommendations. 

 Clustering is an unsupervised technique of grouping objects into clusters such that objects in one cluster are 

more similar tan objects of other clusters. A vast research has been done in literature in the field of clustering for 

the efficient community detection in social networks (10–15). A number of approaches can be used to cluster 

the objects. So, clustering is a general approach which can be achieved by different techniques. Clustering 

algorithms are popularly categorized as - Hard clustering algorithms and Soft clustering algorithms (16). Hard 

clustering algorithms, such as K-Means, partition the data points into hard clusters, i.e. each user is considered 

as a part of only one cluster. Soft clustering algorithms, like Fuzzy C-Means, partition the users such that each 

of them can belong to more than one cluster. In such a case, a single user has different membership values for 
each of the clusters. For example, a user in a social network can belong to more than one community. Such 

communities where a user belongs to more than one cluster are called overlapped communities (17,18).  

 In the proposed work, a voting algorithm for the recommender system is proposed. Voting theory has been 

commonly used for group decision making in multi-agent systems with good results (19). Using voting theory, it 

is ensured that the system produces recommendations which are in accordance with the preferences of the user. 

Moreover, it enhances scalability of the system. Further details of the Voting theory can be found in Section II. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 For years, clustering has been a popular problem, for which numerous methods have been developed. Ayed 

et al. (20) has classified clustering algorithms as partitioning, density-based, hierarchical, dimensionality 

reduction, graph-based and fuzzy algorithms. Partitioning algorithms include Expectation-Maximisation (21) 

and K-means (22). Of the clustering methods, most widely used is the K-means algorithm suggested in [13]. In 

this method, the whole dataset is divided into k disjoint clusters. In this algorithm, we choose k random initial 

points (where k is a constant value giving the desired number of clusters to be created) as the initial cluster 
centroids. In the traditional K-means algorithm (23), the centroid locations are initialized randomly. It has been 

found that this leads to poor recommendations and a slow convergence speed for clustering, and hence a greater 

cost. Authors in [2] suggest techniques for centroid selection which can enhance performance as well as save 

cost. Centroid selection methods exploit data correlation, and show better performance and accuracy, when 

compared with the random centroid initialization techniques.  

    Voting algorithms can be used when there are several conflicting alternatives we need to make a choice 

among them. Voting theory has been used in several applications over the years (24,25). In the work proposed in 

(24), Voting theory is used in creating a movie recommendation system. The notion of combinatorial vote is 

introduced by Lang in (26). In this approach, preferences are conveyed by a group of voters, who then come to a 

mutually acceptable decision regarding the assignment of a few non-independent variables. 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME 

In the proposed algorithm, we first make use of a modified K-Means algorithm for clustering users. The 

idea is to divide the users into independent partitions, and apply the recommendation algorithm independently 

to each of them. Users belonging to the same cluster would have similar preferences. We now use a voting 
algorithm to take into consideration the preferences of the individual users, and recommend a suitable product. 

While generating recommendations for a user in a cluster, the system only considers the preferences and 

ratings of other users in the same cluster. The preferences and ratings of users in other clusters are not relevant 

and therefore are not taken for consideration.   

A known problem with the traditional k-means algorithm is centroid selection. The popular and simple way 

to handle this problem is to select the initial k centroids randomly. However, this leads to poor 

recommendation quality, and greater cost for clustering. Authors in (16) suggest the following techniques for 

centroid selection in K-Means algorithm: 

 

1. KMeansPlus:  

Select the first centroid randomly and after that, keep choosing centroids such that they have maximum 
distance from centroids which are already selected, until the k centroids are chosen. 
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2. KMeansPlusPlus: 

Select the first centroid randomly. Then the other k-1 centroids are chosen on the basis of a probability which 

is proportional to maximum distance from the already selected centroids. 

3. KMeansDensity: 

Selects all the initial centroids such that they are well-spaced, and they have a large number of neighbors in a 

multidimensional spherical representation. 
4. KMeansVariance: 

Initialise the k cluster centroid positions such that they are at differing distances from the mean location. 

5. KMeansVarianceAvg._Pair_Wise: 

It is similar to KMeansVariance, apart from that it defines the mean value to be the average pairwise distance 

between all the users. 

6. KMeansVarianceVersion: 

It is similar to KMeansVariance, but while selecting the centroid positions we measure standard deviation in a 

different manner. 

7. KMeansQuantiles: 

Selects the initial cluster centroids as quantiles of the given dataset, which refer to equal increments in 

probabilities. 

8. KMeansPlusDensity: 
It is a modification of KMeansDensity. Selects the first centroid to be the highest density point. Based on the 

highest density point, it calculates the minimum distance that separates the centroids. Highest density point is 

the one closest to the maximum number of points 

9. KMeansSortedDistance: 

It sorts all data points on the basis of the distances from average rating. 

10. KMeansPlusPower: 

Applies KMeansPlusPlus algorithm only on the Power users. 

11. KMeansPlusProb_Power: 

Initialises k centroids such that they have probability proportional to the number of ratings given by the users, 

and the distances. 

12. KMeansPlusLog_Power: 
Uses the power users to find k centroids on the basis of the log of similarity and probability proportional to 

distance with current top power user. 

13. KMeansNormalUsers: 

In this algorithm, a normal distribution is applied over the dataset such that for the mean of the distribution 

curve, we use the mean rating given by all of the users in the dataset. From the distributed dataset, k centroids 

are selected arbitrarily.  

14. KMeansNormalMovies: 

In this algorithm, a normal distribution is applied over the dataset, such that for the mean of the distribution 

curve, we use the mean rating of all the items.  From the distributed dataset, k centroids are selected 

arbitrarily. 

15. KMeansPoisson: 

In this algorithm, a Poisson distribution is constructed for the dataset. From the distributed dataset, k centroids 
are selected arbitrarily.  

16. KMeansHyperGeometric: 

A hypergeometric distribution is applied over the dataset. From the distributed dataset, k centroids are selected 

arbitrarily. 

17. KMeansUniform: 

A uniform distribution is applied over the dataset. From the distributed dataset, k centroids are selected 

arbitrarily. 

18. KMeansUniformVersion: 

Similar to K-Means Uniform, uniform distribution is applied over the dataset, and arbitrarily k centroids are 

selected from the distributed dataset.  

19. KMeansLog: 
For the dataset, a logarithmic distribution is constructed. Then from the distributed dataset, k centroids are 

selected arbitrarily. 

    The performances of these algorithms have been compared in (16). We find that algorithm 

KMeansPlusLog_Power proves to be robust algorithm when applied on different datasets. The comparison metrics – 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Coverage also indicate that this algorithm performs considerably well, and in 

many cases, the best. MAE gives the average deviation of the recommended value from the true value of an 

item. In our case, this represents the mean absolute deviation of the predicted ratings from the true ratings. 

Lower the value of MAE, better the algorithm performs. Coverage gives the number of user-item pairs for 
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which a recommendation algorithm can make prediction. Higher the value of coverage, better the algorithm 

performs. We propose using the KMeansPlusLog_Power algorithm, as it gives excellent results on the above 

mentioned metrics and datasets. The algorithm KMeansPlusLogPower can be applied as (16):  

 

Input: Users in the training set - U, total number of clusters – k. 

Output: The k centroids – {d1, d2, d3…dk} 
1. Set the number of clusters – k 

2. Set some initial value for the centroids.  

3. Repeat 

4.     Select the next centroid ci where ci = user u belonging to U with the probability:  

5.         Prob = dist(u) + log( 1+ 1/(p(x)) 

6. until k centroids are found  

7. Return the centroids obtained 

 

This algorithm can be applied to the dataset to obtain the cluster centers of the k clusters. The use of above 

centroid selection methods solve a numerous issues related to scalability, accuracy and performance. The 

approach also results in faster convergence and better quality clusters. (16) also provides details regarding which 

algorithm works best for which dataset. 
Once we have obtained clusters of users, we use voting theory on each of them (27). However unlike in (27), 

we shall use a modified K-Means algorithm for clustering the dataset, instead of DBSCAN. DBSCAN algorithm 

suffers from some disadvantages. The algorithm has much slower convergence speed and doesn’t work well 

when there are clusters of varying densities. These problems are solved in the modified K-means algorithms 

suggested above, and owing to their various advantages, this proves to be good choice. 

Voting theory allows us to further address scalability concerns, and improve the recommendation quality. 

Moreover, we have better decision making, by selecting the most popular item in the cluster of users. We 

consider the Borda count voting theory (28), which is a ranked voting method. For a particular cluster, consider 

the set of voters (users) to be {v1, v2, v3,…}, and the set of alternatives (items) as {a1, a2, a3, ...}. Every voter has 

a preference for every alternative, and votes points according to it. Each voter assigns most favored alternative 

the highest points, and the least favored alternative the least points. The sum of all the votes corresponding to 
each genre is stored in a vector, corresponding to each cluster.  

 

A. Dataset:  

For the performance of experiments, MovieLens (29) dataset is considered. MovieLens is the most used 

dataset in the evaluation of performance of recommender systems. The dataset guarantees the voting of about 20 

items by each user.  

B. Testing Methodology 

Considering the MovieLens dataset, our system pipeline is as follows:  

While recommending movies for a user, we see the preferences of that user.  

Let the genres of movies be {Action, Adventure, Horror, Drama}. In the same order, let the user be interested  

in these genres according to the weights {3, 4, 5, 0}. We normalize these weights for the user to obtain {0.25, 

0.33, 0.41, 0}.  
2. We select the genre the user is most interested in. From the preference weights vector, we see the new user 

prefers watching Horror movies.  

3. Next we apply clustering to the dataset to partition the users into clusters of users with similar tastes.  

This is done using a modified K-Means algorithm. Which algorithm to use in particular depends on the use case, 

and shall vary with the dataset under consideration. Fig.1 shows how the clustered dataset looks after applying 

modified K means clustering. The genre weight vectors are shown next to the users. 

4.  On each cluster, we apply voting theory to get a vector of votes corresponding to cluster.  

 

For the two clusters in the dataset: corresponding to cluster A, we have the vote vector as {1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 0.5}; 

corresponding to cluster B, we have the vote vector as {0.9, 2.2, 0.3, 0.6}. Fig. 2 shows how the genre 

preference vector corresponding to each cluster, after voting is done.  
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Fig. 1 Clustered dataset, along with genre weights  

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  The view of the Clustered dataset, after voting, along with genre weights corresponding to both clusters 

 

 

We select the cluster which gave the highest votes to the genre the new user is most interested in.  

Since our new user prefers the Horror genre the most, we find that he is most suited to be a part of cluster A, 

which gives the highest rating to the Horror genre. This new user is considered to be a part of this cluster.  We 
recommend the new users movies which corresponding to Horror, on the basis of the recommendations 

produced from the ratings of the other users in cluster A.  

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 Though voting theory independently solves the problem of scalability associated with recommendation 

systems, we still need a good clustering algorithm. A modified K means algorithm serves this purpose, allowing 

us to cluster the dataset with a low training cost, and excellent recommendation accuracy. Hence, by making use 

of a hybrid of these two algorithms, we can address scalability concerns, improve accuracy and performance, 

and get results at a faster rate. Thereby, we have obtained a more robust system for generating 

recommendations. In the future, we wish to work on other clustering algorithms which can be used with voting 

theory, as modified K-Means algorithm suffers from the drawback that the number of clusters must be known in 
advance. 
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